Animal Science – SIUC
Associate of Arts/Associate of Science

Degree Code: AA-0090/AS-0091  Minimum GPA: 2.0  Minimum Hours: 64

Name: ___________________________ ID: ___________________________ Date: ____________

Communications  (9 hours) Must earn at least a C in each course to graduate. (Must either test out of or take ENG 0041/0047/0048)

___ ENG 111 – English Composition  ___ ENG 112 – English Composition II  ___ SPC 111 – Speech

Fine Arts/Humanities  (9 hours- taken from at least 2 categories)

___ ART 114 – Art Appreciation  ___ LIT 210 – Intro to Literature  ___ LIT 218 – World Literature
___ ART 117 – Art History Survey I  ___ LIT 211 – Intro to Poetry  ___ LIT 219 – Contemp. Multi. Lit.
___ ART 118 – Art History Survey II  ___ LIT 212 – Modern Fiction  ___ LIT 220 – Literature & Gender
___ MUS 115 – Music Appreciation  ___ LIT 213 – Intro to Drama  ___ LIT 221 – African American Lit.
___ MUS 118 – Survey of Music Lit.  ___ LIT 214 – British Literature I  ___ PHI 215 – Intro to Philosophy
___ MUS 130 – Intro to American Music  ___ LIT 215 – British Literature II  ___ PHI 216 – Logic
___ SPC 124 – Theater Appreciation  ___ LIT 216 – American Literature I  ___ PHI 218 – Intro Ethics & Values

Social Sciences  (9 hours-taken from 2 different disciplines)

___ ECO 212 – Economics-Micro  ___ HIS 217 – Eastern Civilization  ___ SOC 212 – Sociology
___ GOV 117 – American Government  ___ PSY 211 – Intro to Psychology  ___ SOC 217 – Marriage and Family
___ HIS 116 – Western Civilization to 1715  ___ PSY 216 – Social Psychology  ___ SOC 218 – Cultural Studies
___ HIS 117- Western Civilization from 1715  ___ PSY 217 - Developmental Psychology: Lifespan
___ HIS 214 – History of US to 1877  ___ PSY 218 –Child Psychology

Mathematics  AA: 3 Hours  AS: 7-8 Hours  (Must test out of or take MAT 0039/0041/0043)

___ MAT 119 – Finite Mathematics  ___ MAT 211 – Calculus II
___ MAT 209 – Calculus I  ___ MAT 212 – Calculus III

Sciences  AA: 7-8 Hours  AS: 11-12 Hours  (Must include at least 1 life and 1 physical, with one lab)

Life  ___ BIO 111 – Intro to Biology  ___ PHY 116 College Physics I
___ BIO 216 – Survey of the Animal Kingdom  ___ CHE 114 – Inorganic Chemistry

Physical

Seminar  (1 hour minimum)

___ LRC 112 – Library as an Information Source  ___ VOL 201 – Volunteer Service
___ SEM 111 – College Orientation  ___ AGR 100 – College Orientation for Ag & Nat. Resources

Electives  Must be chosen from the transfer courses listed in the back of the catalog and noted with a “T”. Total Hours for the AS/AA degree must equal 64 hours. Developmental courses will not count as electives for any degree. MAT 115/116/118 may be necessary for some majors, however will not count in the general ed. Core. Please consult an advisor prior to enrolling.

AGR 115 (ANS 121,122)  CHE 115 (CHEM 210,211)  PHY 117 (PHYS 253AB)
MAT 115 (MAT 108)  AGR 145 (ABE 204)  HLT 116 (HND 101)

Total Hours taken: ____________  Hours yet to complete: ____________

Updated: 3/12/15